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MYTHS YOU
NEED TO BUST
I will never be able
to do sit-ups again
It has become popular to
give out a list of “safe”
and “unsafe” exercises for
postpartum and DRA that
often eliminates sit-ups
and planks. It’s true that
these exercises put force
and pressure out onto the
thinning linea alba,
however it’s not about the exercise but the
strategy that is used to complete the exercise
to support the abdomen. Coughing also puts
force out on the same tissue but we don’t tell
you to stop coughing. Just like any other
exercise these need to be progressed to full
range of motion without symptoms like
doming, conning, or tenting of the midline of
the abdomen. We use these symptoms as a
warning light to tell us our muscles may not be
ready yet, and we need to regress down. But,
progress is still possible with load, time and
practice.

I need to close
the gap
Previously the goal of
rehab has been to
decrease the distance in
the width of the gap.
However research shows
that a precontraction of
our deep abdominal
muscles (transverse
abdominis),
which is a key muscle in abdominal rehab,
actually doesn't bring the gap closer together,
but improves abdominal muscles tension. So
should we stop strengthening a key part of
our abdomen? Picture it as two ends of saran
wrap that are brought closer together; the
saran wrap in the middle has no strength. But
when the ends are pulled taught the saran
wrap has some strength. What does this
mean? While chin tucks and cinching your abs
together may help “close the gap” that is not
rehabbing the natural sequence of your
abdominal muscle function. So we must
rehab a pre-contraction of the transverse
abdominis before performing other
abdominal strengthening. Then start loading
the surrounding muscles. We are shooting
for functional and improved muscle tension
instead of decreased gap distance
with poor tension.

ABDOMINAL
SEPARATION
Quick Guide
By Laurel Proulx, PT, DPT, OCS

Abdominal Separation, Diastasis Rectus Abdominis or Rectus
Diastasis are all the same thing - DRA or RD for short. I know it’s
confusing. This phenomenon of the thinning of the tissue (linea alba)
between your 6-pack muscles (rectus abdominis) has gotten a lot of
press the last few years as an injury or diagnosis postpartum when in
reality it is something that our bodies go through as an ADAPTATION
to pregnancy. The thinning accommodates for the change in
pressure outward on the abdominal wall, it may actually help in
decreasing force down on the pelvic floor. Around 66% of women
have it at the start of the third trimester and up to 100% have been
observed to have it at 36 weeks gestation. Some people naturally
recover by decreasing the width of the separation of the muscle
bellies and some women don’t.
Some postpartum people without abdominal separation also have
trouble regaining abdominal muscles strength; it’s not all about the
width of the gap. Some people have a remaining gap and very strong
abdominals. For some people this presents like their abdomen is still
pregnant and have more a distended abdomen. Other people have a
more narrow gap, but it goes much deeper into the abdomen. No two
postpartum abdomens are the same, just like no two pregnancies are
the same. But with guidance, movement and information you can
regain your maximal function and aesthetics will follow.
Improving the tension and function of your abdomen can help with
constipation or emptying bowel movements. Rehabbing your core
could possibly help you in lifting, pushing, pulling and running or
jumping since our core transfer force to all those muscles. Plus, recoordinating your core to your pelvic floor can assist in incontinence
or potentially pelvic pain.
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MYTHS YOU
NEED TO BUST
My separation is
causing my
incontinence and back
pain
It is true that the
abdominal muscles, pelvic
floor and diaphragm all
work together to help
maintain continence or
stop leaking and also
help to stabilize our back and keep us in
optimal alignment with arm and leg
movements. However, some people experience
incontinence and low back pain for other
reasons beyond their abdominal
separation. For some people working on their
abdominal separation helps. For other people it
may make it worse because their body has
actually created their separation as a
compensation, so when we change that
compensation it may highlight another
symptom. A full evaluation of your pelvic floor
along with your abdominal wall is necessary to
come up with a plan for you.

I did something
wrong to cause
this
Let’s get this straight, there
are factors out
of your control that may
lead to abdominal
separation and some
things that we can lessen
to decrease the
extra strain on the linea alba. Some risk
factors are: multiples, 2nd or subsequent baby,
larger babies, your tissue quality and the way your
body is carrying the baby. You did nothing wrong!
We can try to reduce excessive pressure on
the linea alba by not holding your breath or
bearing down during movement, using your deep
core muscles to support your bump with more
difficult tasks and also use external support of
your abdomen like a belly band. Also decreasing
lower back extension, arching or back bending
that may be stretching the front
abdominal wall could be helpful.

The damage is already
done so it doesn’t
matter what I do
Although you may have
noticed an abdominal
separation earlier in
pregnancy there are still
strategies and tools you
can employ throughout
the rest of your
pregnancy and postpartum to support
vulnerable tissue. See above for some
ideas. Abdominal separation shouldn’t keep
you from being functional and active,
however you may have to use different
strategies to support your healing tissue.
We don’t want you to be fearful of
movement but aware that your intentional
movement can support healing instead of
delay or hinder it. Ask yourself why this
movement is so important to you right now
or if you can wait to build up to it. Use the
warning signs of doming, conning or tenting
of your midline to know when you need to
back down or change your movement
strategy.

3 Strategies

You can Implement today
By Laurel Proulx, PT, DPT, OCS

1. Connect to your breath: The first exercise to rehab your
abdominals is to learn how to expand your ribs, abdomen
and pelvic floor with inhaling a deep breath. During breathing at rest,
your abdominals are active during inhale and relax during exhale,
however when you are more active your abdominals are naturally
active with inhale and exhale. As you forcefully exhale there should be
an automatic lift and contraction of your pelvic floor and your
transverse abdominis. This function may change during pregnancy as
breathing becomes more shallow and your rib posture
changes. Focusing on your breath will help re-wire your brain to your
abdominal muscles and pelvic floor in their automatic function.
2. Notice your tendencies: Without symptoms we often don’t notice
how our body completes a movement. But once we start to
experience incontinence, prolapse or abdominal separation then
there are a few things we can change in our movements that support
us. Notice when you are holding your breath or bearing down. Can
you exhale with effort instead? Do you overarch your back to
complete overhead movements? Can you keep your ribs stacked over
your hips instead? Notice when you clench your upper abs instead of
lift and support your lower abs. Can you slow down and “zip
up” lower core and completely relax afterwards?
3. Find your goldilocks level of challenge: Tissue improves tension and
strength under controlled stress. Your abdominal separation will not
improve by itself overtime, you must progressively load your
abdominal muscles with control and noticing your tendencies. By
finding your goldilocks level of challenge you can make changes in
tissue strength, muscles strength and coordination without an
increase in symptoms.
What’s Next: This quick guide is not intended to diagnose or provide
a specific intervention for what you may be experiencing. This content
is not medical advice but solely for the purpose of education. If you
would like more specific guidance, exercises and support for DRA then
check out the Postpartum Connect All-Inclusive Program. If you’d like
a personalized consultation, assessment and program then schedule
your free 15 minute discovery call or book an appointment through
FEMunfolding.com

